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Maths  Year 4 Lesson 5 of 5

Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective ResourcesResources

To solve problems involving counting in multiples, 
identifying, representing, estimating and rounding 

numbers. 

To solve problems involving counting in multiples, 
identifying, representing, estimating and rounding 

numbers. 

Slides
Worksheet 5A/5B/5C

Product Cards
Stock Cards (FSD? activity only)
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Teaching InputTeaching InputTeaching InputTeaching Input

• Ask, Can you think of any examples where knowing number order and estimating might be useful?
• Go through the example on the slide, demonstrating rounding and ordering while shopping. 
• Explain to the children that ‘The Party Store’ needs their help. They have received several large orders 

that need to be sent out! 
• Show the children the challenge on the slide. Can they work out which items to put in the party bags? 
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Main ActivityMain ActivityMain ActivityMain Activity
Lower ability:

Provide the children with 
worksheet 5A. They will have to 
work out how many packs of each 
item they need to meet the 
requirements of the 20 guests.

Middle ability:

Provide the children with worksheet 
5B. They will have to work out how 
many packs of each item they need 
to meet the requirements of the 30 
guests. Then they will have to work 
out how much left-over stock there 
will be and how much filling the 
bags will cost. 

Middle ability:

Provide the children with worksheet 
5B. They will have to work out how 
many packs of each item they need 
to meet the requirements of the 30 
guests. Then they will have to work 
out how much left-over stock there 
will be and how much filling the 
bags will cost. 

Higher ability:

Provide the children with worksheet 
5C. They will have to work out how 
many packs of each item they need 
to meet the requirements of the 30 
guests, while keeping to a budget. 
Then they will have to work out how 
much left-over stock there will be 
and how much money they have 
left from their budget when the bags 
have been filled. 

Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?

• The stocks are running low at ‘The Party Store’! Can the children work out how much it will cost to 
restock the shop? 

• Provide mixed-ability pairs of children with the Stock Cards. They will have to buy as many packets of 
stock as they can, keeping within their budget, or work out how much buying a certain amount of a 
product will cost them. These problems involve the children solving multiple steps within each question. 
Encourage children to discuss each problem and jot down workings on scrap paper or mini-whiteboards 
before completing the cards.
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PlenaryPlenary Assessment QuestionsAssessment Questions

‘The Party Store’ drive the party bags to their 
customers. How far are they going to drive tomorrow? 
Show the children the distances, get them to estimate 
the total first and then work out the actual total. 
Explain that the van needs to stop for a rest every 
25km. How often will the driver need to stop? 
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• Can the children solve problems involving 
multiples? 

• Can the children solve problems involving 
estimating? 

• Can the children solve problems involving 
rounding numbers? 
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• Can the children solve problems involving 
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Rounding and Ordering Numbers 


